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Heat transport in ultrathin dielectric membranes and bridges
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Phonon modes and their dispersion relations in ultrathin homogeneous dielectric membranes are calculated
using elasticity theory. The approach differs from the previous ones by a rigorous account of the effect of the
film surfaces on the modes with different polarizations. We compute the heat capacity of membranes and the
heat conductivity of narrow bridges cut out of such membranes, in a temperature range where the dimensions
have a strong influence on the results. In the high-temperature regime we recover the three-dimensional bulk
results. However, in the low-temperature limit the heat capacityCV is proportional toT (temperature), while
the heat conductivityk of narrow bridges is proportional toT3/2, leading to a thermal cutoff frequency
fc=k /CV~T1/2.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.70.125425 PACS number(s): 68.65.2k, 68.60.2p, 66.70.1f, 62.30.1d

I. INTRODUCTION

More and more precise measurements are needed in sci-
ence(e.g., in astrophysics) and therefore very sensitive de-
tectors are required. However, even if all the technological
difficulties are removed and the detector components would
be perfect, the thermal fluctuations and the discreteness of
particle and energy fluxes through the detector would still
limit the precision of the measurements. To achieve the de-
sired sensitivity, the detectors have to work at sub-K tem-
peratures(to minimize the fluctuations) and have linear di-
mensions in the micrometer scale or even smaller(for small
heat capacity and for the possibility to assemble high-
resolution detector arrays for space applications). For such
ranges of temperatures and dimensions, finite-size effects
come into play.

Good thermal insulation of the detector is essential to at-
tain the working temperature. For this purpose, placing the
detector on top of a free-standing, amorphous and dielectric
silicon-nitridesSiNxd membrane appears to be a very conve-
nient design(see, for example, Refs. 1–3). The thickness of
such a membrane is of the order of hundreds of nm, which is
very small as compared to its other dimensions. The mem-
brane may also be cut, so that the detector lies on its central
and wider part, which is connected to the bulk material by
narrow bridges(see Fig. 1).

Thermal characteristics of SiNx membranes and bridges
have been investigated experimentally by several authors(as
examples, see Refs. 1 and 4–6. SiNx is an amorphous dielec-
tric and, if we neglect here the dynamic defects(see Ref. 7
and references therein), its low temperature thermal proper-
ties are determined only by phonons. At temperatures below
a few degrees K, the bulk material(assumed to be isotropic)
is well described by the Debye model, with typical values for
the longitudinal and transversal sound velocities
ct=6200 m/s andcl =10 300 m/s, respectively.8 Hence, the
heat capacity can be expressed asCV

3D=K1T
3, whereT is the

temperature andK1 is a constant. If the mean free path of the
phononsl is assumed to vary asl ~l−s, wherel is the pho-

non wavelength, the heat conductivity has the expression
k3D=K2T

3−s, where againK2 is a material-dependent con-
stant(see, for example, Ref. 9).

Note that for the above given values of sound velocity,
and at temperatures below 1 K, the bulk dominant phonon
wavelengthldom<hc/ s1.6kBTd (see, Ref. 9, Chap. 8), is of
several hundreds of nanometers. Thus it is comparable with
the smallest dimensions of the structures measured in Refs. 1
and 4–6. Typically in these experiments, the measurements
made at the lower end of the temperature interval showed
qualitative differences from the measurements at the upper
end of the interval, due to finite-size effects.

In this paper we will improve the model of Refs. 10 and
11 by calculating rigorously the phonon modes and their dis-
persion relations in ultrathin membranes and narrow bridges.
We shall show the thermodynamical consequences of the cal-
culations. Such calculations appear to be well known to
those working in the field of elasticity theory(see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 12 and 13), but apparently are not so familiar to
the condensed matter community. Therefore, to make the pa-
per more readable, we shall give some details of our calcu-
lations. To describe these effects, a simplified model was
recently used.10,11 Namely, it was assumed that the phonon
modes are quantized along the direction perpendicular to the

FIG. 1. (a) A schematic drawing of a thin free standing mem-
brane of the type discussed in this paper. The thicknessb is typi-
cally a few hundreds of nm. The other dimensionsl1 and l2 are of
the order of 100mm. (b) Such a membrane(central part) suspended
to the bulk by four bridges. The bridge widthw ranges from few
mm to tens ofmm.
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membrane surface. In this way, the three-dimensionals3Dd
(quasi)continuous phonon spectrum splits into what one
could call two-dimensionals2Dd branches.10 At low enough
temperatures, only the lowest branches are populated by
phonons and the membrane is described as a 2D isotropic
phonon gas. In this situation, if the mean free path of the
phonons varies asl ~l−s, the heat capacity has the form
CV

2D=K3T
2 and the thermal conductivity isk2D=K4T

2−s,
where K3 and K4 are material-dependent constants. This
model describes the change of the exponent of the tempera-
ture dependence of heat conductivity, as observed in Refs. 1,
4, and 5, and could fit relatively well the experimental data.10

On the other hand, the observation that in narrow bridges the
exponent of the temperature dependence of the heat conduc-
tivity apparently converges to 1.5 as the width of the bridge
decreases,1,3 as well as the increase of the ratiok /CV with
temperature,1 cannot be explained in this model.

II. THE MODEL

In Refs. 10 and 11 it was considered simply that the lon-
gitudinal and transversal polarized phonon modes are inde-
pendently quantized by Neumann boundary conditions im-
posed at the membrane surfaces. Nevertheless, in a rigorous
analysis it must be taken into account that the modes with
different polarization couple at a free surface12 and because
of this, the phonon modes in thin membranes are “distorted”
and show features that go beyond a simple treatment of the
quasi-2D phonon gas.

For concreteness, we perform calculations for the practi-
cally important case of SiNx membranes with thickness
100−200 nm having parallel surfaces. Other dimensions of
the membranes are usually of the order of 100mm. Conse-
quently, the membranes can be considered as infinitely long
and wide. It is further assumed that the material is isotropic.
The eigenmodes of these kind of systems are well known
from acoustics and are called Lamb waves.12

Similar to electricity theory, the physical acoustic fields

can be expressed by a scalar and a vector potentialF andCW .
The velocity fields of the longitudinall and transversalt

phonon modes are then defined asvW l =¹W ·F and vW t=¹W 3CW .
Simple wave equations can be derived for the potentials

DF=cl
−2]t

2F and DCW =ct
−2]t

2CW . Here cl and cts,cld are the
longitudinal and transversal sound velocities, respectively. In
an infinite three-dimensional space this yields one longitudi-
nal and two transversal plane wave solutions.

When, however, the system is restricted to finite size, the
boundaries of the system lead to a coupling of longitudinal
and transversal modes. This coupling is due to the boundary
condition at a free surface: the total stress should vanish. If
the wave incident on the surface is polarized along they
direction [see Fig. 2(a)], the free boundary condition is sat-
isfied if the reflected wave has the same polarization. Such a
wave is called a horizontal shear wavesh waved. The h
waves do not mix at the boundaries with waves of different
polarizations and they form the typical “box eigenmodes,”
with the dispersion relation

vh,n
2

ct
2 = Snp

b
D2

+ ki
2. s1d

Hereki is the component of the wave vector parallel to the
membrane surface andb is the thickness of the membrane.
On the other hand, if the polarization of the incident wave is
either longitudinal or transversal, but in the planexz, then the
reflected wave will always be a superposition of longitudi-
nally and transversally polarized waves. These two waves
have different propagation velocities, and the condition
to get eigenmodes is that the plane waves reconstruct each
other after two reflections. The longitudinal and transversal
components of the eigenmode have the same wave vector
componentki along the membrane surfaces, but different
components perpendicular to the surfaces, which we
shall call k'

l and k'
t , respectively. The frequency of

the eigenmode is thenv2=ct
2sktd2=cl

2skld2. These equations
give a relation between the componentsk'

l and k'
t . The

eigenmodes obtained in this way fall into two classes: sym-
metric (s wave) and antisymmetric(a wave), according to
the symmetry of the velocity field of the wave with respect to
the planez=0. The dispersion relation of thes anda waves
are given by the equations

tanSb

2
k'

t D
tanSb

2
k'

l D = −
4k'

l k'
t ki

2

fsk'
t d2 − ki

2g2 s2d

and

tanSb

2
k'

l D
tanSb

2
k'

t D = −
4k'

l k'
t ki

2

fsk'
t d2 − ki

2g2 , s3d

respectively. Equations (2) and (3), together with
v2=ct

2sktd2=cl
2skld2 form a set of transcendental equations,

which can be solved only numerically. The branches of each
dispersion relation are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the
h-modes are just usual “box modes.” Without mixing at the
membrane surfaces, all the modes would be of this type and
the results would be identical to the ones of Refs. 10 and 11
However, due to the coupling of the longitudinal and trans-

FIG. 2. Reflection of elastic waves at the free surfaces of the
membrane of thicknessb. A horizontal shear wave reflects also as a
horizontal shear wave(a), while a wave longitudinally or transver-
sally polarized into thexz plane reflects as a superposition of lon-
gitudinally and transversally polarized waves(b).
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versal modes, the dispersion relations of thea ands modes
show some interesting properties.

At ki=0, all the excited branches satisfy the relation
]v /]ki=0, but for thes anda modes, unlike for theh modes,
]2v /]ki

2 may be either positive or negative. If]2v /]ki
2,0,

the dispersion curve has a minimum at some valueki .0.
The lowest branch of theh modes is a straight line

vh,0 = ctki s4d

but not for thes anda modes. For thes modes,]vs,0/]ki .0,
so the group velocity of long wavelengths phonons is dif-
ferent from zero. On the other hand, for thea modes
]va,0/]ki=0 and]2va,0/]ki

2.0. Therefore the group veloc-
ity of the a modes is zero at long wavelength and from this
point of view thea phonons are similar to massive particles.

Since the low temperature thermal properties of the mem-
branes are determined by the dispersion relations of the low-

est branches at long wavelengths, we shall take a closer look
at these.

(a) Lowest branch of the symmetric modes.If sb/2dki

converges to zero, the solutionssb/2dk'
t andsb/2dk'

l of Eq.
(2), and satisfyingct

2sktd2=cl
2skld2 approach also zero, in such

a way thatk'
t is real, whilek'

l ; ik̃l
' is imaginary.14 Then Eq.

(2) reduces to

tanSb

2
k'

t D
tanhSb

2
k̃'

l D <
k'

t

k̃'
l

=
4k'

t k̃'
l ki

2

fsk'
t d2 − ki

2g2 . s5d

The solutionk'
t =0 is unphysicalsdoes not satisfy the bound-

ary conditions if plugged into the stress formulad, so the only

solution is fsk'
t d2−ki

2g2=4sk̃'
l d2ki

2, which yields the disper-
sion relation

vs,0 = 2
ct

cl

Îcl
2 − ct

2ki ; cski. s6d

So the dispersion relation is linear in the long wavelength
limit. The group velocity of thes modes is cs, which,
since 0.5ø1−ct

2/cl
2,1,14 takes values betweenÎ2ct and

2ct.
(b) Lowest branch of the antisymmetric modes.In the

case of antisymmetric modes, ifsb/2dki converges to zero,
then bothsb/2dk'

t andsb/2dk'
l converge to zero, but taking

imaginary values:k'
t ; ik̃t

' and k'
l ; ik̃l

', leads to a valid
solution.14 Expanding Eq. (3) and using the equation
v2=ct

2sktd2=cl
2skld2, we get the quadratic dispersion relation

va,0 =
"

2m* ki
2, s7d

as for massive particles of “effective mass”

m* = "f2ctbÎscl
2 − ct

2d/3cl
2g−1. s8d

A plot of the lowest branches of theh-, s- anda-modes in the
long wavelength limit is shown in Fig. 4.

III. THERMODYNAMICS

A. Heat capacity

The qualitative difference between the dispersion rela-
tions of thea modes, on one hand, and theh ands modes, on
the other hand[see Eqs.(4), (6), and (7)], have important
consequences on the thermodynamic properties of the mem-
brane. To show this, let us first calculate the heat capacity of
the membrane. Phonons obey Bose statistics, so the average
population of each phonon mode isnsvd=1/fexpsb"vd−1g.
If we integrate overki and sum up the contributions of all the
branches, we arrive at the expression

FIG. 3. The branches of the dispersion relations of the phonon
eigenmodes of a free standing thin membrane.(a) h modes,(b) s
modes, and(c) a modes.
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CV =
A

kBT22p
o

s
o
m=0

` E
0

`

dki

kis"vm,sd2expsb"vm,sd
fexpsb"vm,sd − 1g2 , s9d

wheres represents theh, s, anda modes, whileom is the
summation over the branches. The frequenciesvm,s depend
also onki; A is the area of the membrane.

For uncoupled longitudinal and transversal modes,
the dispersion laws have the formv=csÎsnp /bd2+ki

2. In
that case the 3D-to-2D crossover in the phonon gas would
manifest itself through a relatively rapid change of the
temperature dependence fromT3 to T2 at the temperature
Tc;"ct /2bkB, as seen in Fig. 5(a).10 The corresponding
asymptotic temperature dependences of the heat capacity,
following from Eq. (9), are

CV < Hh1T
3, T @ Tc,

h2T
2, T ! Tc,

where

h1 =
4pVkB

4Gs5dzs4d
s2pc3"d−3 and h2 =

pAkB
36zs3d

s2pc2"d2 .

Here, 3/c3
3;2/ct

3+1/cl
3, 3 /c2

2;2/ct
2+1/cl

2, andV is the vol-
ume of the membrane. The exponent of the temperature de-
pendence of the heat capacitypC;]ln CV/]ln T reflects the
dimensionality of the phonon gas distributionpCsT@Tcd=3
andpCsT!Tcd=2.10,11

In the more rigorous case, i.e., when the dispersion rela-
tions are given by Eqs.(4), (6), and(7), due to the quadratic
dispersion relation of the lowesta mode, we get a different
temperature behavior forT!Tc. Summing only over the
three lowest branches, we get

CV < AkBsaT2 + bTd,

a =
3zs3dkB

2

p"2 S 1

ct
2 +

1

cs
2D, b =

zs2dkBm*

p"2 . s10d

(Preliminary estimates show that the contribution of dynami-
cal defects to the specific heat are unimportant for such thin
films; more detailed calculations are in progress.) In the
high-temperature limit, the expectedT3 behavior is obtained,
but at temperatures aroundTc, the temperature dependence
of pC is somewhat more complicated, converging finally to 1,
asT→0 [see Fig. 5(b)].

B. Heat conductivity

A common way to increase thermal insulation of the de-
tector mounted on the membrane is to cut the membrane so

FIG. 4. The three lowest branches of the dispersion relations of
the phonon eigenmodes of a free standing thin membrane shown in
the limit of long wavelengths. The linear behavior of theh and s
branches(labeledh and s, respectively) as well as the quadratic
behavior of thea branch can be seen here.

FIG. 5. The temperature exponentspf ;]ln f /]ln T of the heat
capacitysf ;Cd and heat conductivitysf ;kd in narrow bridges of
thin films. The insets show the behavior of the curves for small
values ofT/TC. (a) The temperature exponent ofCV, as it would be
if the modes were not coupled. The dimensionality crossover
around TC=s"ct /2kBdb−1 can be seen here quite nicely. For a
100 nm thin membrane the critical temperature of SiNx is 237 mK.
(b) The temperature exponent of the heat capacity of a thin mem-
brane or a narrow bridge.(c) The temperature exponent of the heat
conductivity along a narrow bridge.
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that the central part is connected to the bulk material only by
narrow bridges(see Fig. 1). Therefore, another quantity of
interest is the thermal conductivityskd along the membrane
and bridges. Reported widths of the bridges of interest for us
are roughly from 4mm upwards.1,3 (We do not discuss here
the “dielectric quantum wires,” as in Ref. 15.) As the width
of the bridge becomes smaller than the phonon mean free
path in the uncut membrane, the interaction of phonons with
the bridge edges should become the main scattering mecha-
nism. It is very difficult to solve this problem either analyti-
cally or numerically for the most general case. Instead, we
shall try to extract the relevant physical results for our prob-
lem, using a realistic model. The cutting process leaves the
bridge edges very rough, so we shall assume that the
phonons scatter diffusively at the edges, i.e., scattered
phonons are uniformly distributed over the angles and
branches corresponding to the same frequency,v.

The general expression for the heat current along the rect-
angular bridge of total lengthl is

Q̇ = −
1

l o
s,m,ki

"vskidtskidvx
2sk id

] nsvd
] T

] T

] x
, s11d

wheretsk id is the(average) scattering time of a phonon hav-
ing wave vectork i parallel to the membrane surface and
belonging to the branchss ,md. To simplify the writing, the
dependence ons and m of the quantities in Eq.(11) was
made implicit. The bridge lies along thex direction, thez
direction is perpendicular to the membrane. We denoted the
group velocity of the phonons byvs,nsk id;]vs,n/]ki. We
also assumed that]T/]x is not too large, so that the linear

approximationQ̇~]T/]x holds. Let us now denote the scat-
tering time of the phonons in theuncut membrane by
tM,s,msk id, while the scattering time at the bridge edges is
tE,s,msk id. The effective scattering timets,msk id is then

ts,m
−1 sk id = tM,s,m

−1 sk id + tE,s,m
−1 sk id.

Under the assumption of diffusive scattering at the bridge
edges, tE,s,msk id can be estimated as tE,s,msk id
=w/ fvs,nsk idsin qg, whereq is the angle betweenki and the
x direction, andw is the bridge width. If we transform the
summation overk i in Eq. (11) into an integral and write

Q̇;−k]T/]x, we get

k =
w

2p
o
s,m
E
0

2p

dqE
0

`

dkiki"v
v2cos2sqd

vusinsqdu
w

+
1

tM

] n

] T

=
w2

2p
o
s,m
E
0

`

dkiki"v
] n

] T
vE

0

2p

dq
cos2sqd

usinsqdu +
w

lM

, s12d

where now,M ;,M,s,msk id=vs,msk id ·tM,s,msk id is the mean
free path corresponding totM,s,msk id. Denotinga=w/,M we
can write the integral overq as

Csad ; E
0

2p

dq
cos2sqd

usinsqdu + a

= 4E
0

1

Î1 − x2dx

x + a
=4Fap

2
− 1 +Î1 − a2log

1 +Î1 − a2

a
G .

If edge-scattering dominates, i.e.,w!,M, the integral only
depends logarithmically on a

Cskid < 4 lnS 2

ae
D .

Considering the small bandwidth of occupied phonon modes
as well as the long mean free paths in the free membranes at
low temperatures, we can considerCsad<C=const over the
temperature range that we work in.

With this effective “quasiconstant” mean free path of the
phonons in the uncut membrane, we can evaluate the heat
conductivity along the bridge. We did this analytically for the
low-temperature limit of a quasi-2D phonon gas and numeri-
cally for higher temperatures. The analytical low-
temperature limit gives

k =
Cw2kB

2p
F6zs3dS 1

ct
+

1

cs
DSkBT

"
D2

+Î2m*

"

15Îp

8
zS5

2
D

3SkBT

"
D3/2G , s13d

so in the limit of low temperaturesk~T3/2. The numerical
results are shown in Fig. 5(c).

If a membrane, which is connected to the bulk material by
narrow bridges, is heated by an ac current, its thermal cutoff
frequency has the expressionfc=G/CV;k / slCVd, wherek is
the thermal conductivity of the bridge andCV is the heat
capacity of the membrane. If all the modes are of the form
(1) (uncoupling of the phonon polarizations at the membrane
surfaces), then both,CV and k, are proportional toT2 in
the limit of low temperatures(see Refs. 10 and 11) and
fc=const. On the other hand, using Eqs.(10) and (13) we
obtain fc~T1/2 in the low-temperature limit. The numerical
results are plotted in Fig. 6. The increase offc with T was
observed experimentally in Ref. 1, but for a wider tempera-
ture range.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we used elasticity theory to calculate the
phonon modes in ultrathin membranes made of homoge-
neous, isotropic silicon nitridesSiNxd. Using the dispersion
relations thus obtained, we calculated the heat capacity and
heat conductivity of the membrane and of bridges, cut out of
such membranes. In the low-temperature limit the phonon
gas becomes two-dimensional and populates three branches
of the dispersion relations, namely the lowesth, s, and a
branches(see Fig. 3). At low temperatures, the dispersion
relation corresponding to the lowesta branch is quadratic in
ki, while the other two are linear, so at low temperatures the
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a branch gives the dominant contribution. Quite surprisingly,
this implies that the universal behavior of heat capacity in
two-dimensional systems is obeyed also by the phonon gas at
low temperatures, whereCV~T (see Ref. 16, and references
therein).

In the calculation of thermal conductivity along bridges,
we assumed diffusive scattering of phonons at the bridge

edges. This is justified by the fact that the cutting process
leaves these edges very rough. If the width of the bridge
decreases below a certain value(depending on the mean free
path of the phonons in the uncut membrane) the interaction
with the edges becomes the main scattering process for the
phonons, see Eq.(12). In such a case, at low temperatures it
was found thatk~T3/2 [Eq. (13)].

If a membrane, connected to the bulk material by narrow
bridges, is heated by an ac current, the amplitude of the
temperature oscillations in the membrane has a cutoff around
the frequencyfc;G/CV. In the low-temperature limit, this
cutoff frequency shows an increase with the temperature, as
T1/2. Preliminary experimenatal results show an increase of
fc with T, but on a temperature range much wider than the
one in Fig. 6. This seems to suggest that at higher tempera-
tures other processes have to be taken into account in the
calculation of thermal characteristics of SiNx membranes.
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